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KEY PO INT S

l Patients with AHA
have a high risk of
recurrent bleeding
until they achieve
partial remission of
their disease.

l Residual FVIII activity
and clinical
performance status
are associated with
recurrent bleeding.

Acquired hemophilia A (AHA) is due to autoantibodies against coagulation factor VIII (FVIII)
and most often presents with unexpected bleeding. In contrast to congenital hemophilia,
the patient’s residual FVIII activity does not seem to correlate with the risk of bleeding as
suggested from previous studies. Risk factors for bleeding have not been described. We
used data from the prospective GTH-AH 01/2010 study to assess the risk of bleeding and
the efficacy of hemostatic therapy. FVIII activity was measured at baseline and weekly
thereafter. Bleeding events were assessed by treating physicians. A total of 289 bleeds
were recorded in 102 patients. There were 141 new bleeds observed starting after day 1 in
59% of the patients, with a mean rate of 0.13 bleed per patient-week in weeks 1 to 12, or
0.27 bleed per patient-week before achieving partial remission. Weekly measured FVIII
activity was significantly associated with the bleeding rate, but only achieving FVIII activity
‡50% abolished the risk of bleeding. A good World Health Organization performance

status assessed at baseline (score 0 vs higher) was associated with a lower bleeding rate. Hemostatic treatment
was reportedly effective in 96% of bleeds. Thus, the risk of new bleeds after a first diagnosis of AHA remains high
until partial remission is achieved, and weekly measured FVIII activity may aid in assessing the individual risk of
bleeding. These results will help to define future strategies for prophylaxis of bleeding in AHA. (Blood. 2020;
136(3):279-287)

Introduction
Acquired hemophilia A (AHA) is an autoimmune disorder
characterized by bleeding due to neutralizing antibodies against
coagulation factor VIII (FVIII).1-3 Bleeds most often occur into soft
tissues, including muscles and skin, but also in the gastroin-
testinal and urogenital tracts.4,5 Bleeds can be severe or even
life-threatening and are often difficult to treat.6-8

Immunosuppressive therapy (IST) is used to suppress formation
of anti-FVIII autoantibodies and results in remission of AHA after
several weeks or months.4,9-12 Remission can also occur spon-
taneously without IST, but the time needed to achieve spon-
taneous remission seems to be very long.13,14 The high risk of
bleeding and the significant bleed-related morbidity resulted in
recommendations to administer IST to all patients with AHA
irrespective of their bleeding phenotype.1,15,16 However, IST has
significant side effects in patients with AHA. In particular, the risk
of dying from infection currently seems to be higher than the risk
of fatal bleeds.4,5,10,11

Not much is known, in fact, about the magnitude of the bleeding
risk in AHA. In the European Acquired Hemophilia Registry
(EACH2), the largest available data set, bleeding was reported as
the trigger for diagnosis in 89% of patients.5 FVIII activity or anti-
FVIII inhibitor concentration assessed by local laboratories at the
time of diagnosis did not seem to be related to the risk of
bleeding, severity of bleeds, or response to hemostatic treat-
ment. However, EACH2 confined its analysis to the patient’s first
bleed; the risk of subsequent bleeds is basically unknown.

We believed it would be helpful to address the risk of bleeding in
AHA more carefully. Clinically useful predictors of bleeding
could be used to better tailor IST to individual patients and
to address the potential need for a prophylactic hemostatic
treatment in patients with AHA. We used data from the GTH-AH
01/2010 registry, a multicenter prospective observational study
of patients with AHA.10 The primary objective of this registry was
to study prognostic factors for survival and for achieving partial
remission (PR) and complete remission (CR) with a consensus IST
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protocol.3,17 However, this study also collected information on
bleeds and hemostatic therapy, which is reported here.

Methods
Study design and population
The GTH-AH 2010 study, a prospective observational study in
patients with AHA, was conducted in 29 centers in Germany and
Austria between 2010 and 2013. Patients were enrolled con-
secutively and treated with IST immediately after diagnosis,
following a GTH consensus protocol. Diagnosis of AHA was
confirmed by the presence of a FVIII inhibitor of .0.6 Bethesda
units (BU) and FVIII activity ,50%. Patients were enrolled in the
registry within 7 days of starting steroids. Details of the study
protocol and the primary analysis have been reported pre-
viously.10 The treatment of bleeds was at the discretion of the
local investigator. The research protocol was approved by the
ethics committees of participating institutions, and the research
was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Clinical data and end points
For each bleeding event, time of onset, duration, location, se-
verity, treatment, and outcome were reported by the treating
physician in a standardized case report form. All clinically rele-
vant bleeding events were recorded, regardless of severity,
treatment requirement, and recurrence status, and were re-
ported as “total bleeds.” Severe bleeds were defined as fulfilling
at least one of the following criteria: life-threatening, leading to
organ failure or compartment syndrome, hemoglobin ,8 g/dL
or a drop by .2 g/dL per 24 hours, and requiring transfusion of
.2 units of red blood cells per 24 hours. Treated bleeds were
defined as those that prompted a new or more intense therapy
with bypassing agents or FVIII concentrates. Recurrent bleeds
were defined as those occurring in an anatomic site where the
patient had a previous, already controlled bleed (regardless of
the time interval between the initial bleed and the recurrent
bleed); nonrecurrent bleeds were defined as those occurring in
an anatomic site where the patient had not had a bleed pre-
viously. The time point of bleeding cessation was assessed by
the treating physician according to clinical findings and/or im-
aging and stable hemoglobin levels. Bleeding treatment was
guided by the local physician and recorded on a patient level,
including dose, interval, duration, and efficacy of treatment with
bypassing agents, human FVIII (hFVIII) concentrates, tranexamic
acid, other hemostatic agents, or blood products. Clinical data
and FVIII activity were collected once weekly until CR or death.
FVIII activity was categorized into 5 clinically meaningful inter-
vals:,1%, 1% to,5%, 5% to,20%, 20% to,50%, and$50%.
FVIII activity was measured in local laboratories by using one-
stage clotting assays. Bethesda inhibitor titer was determined at
baseline according to local standard procedures. The definitions
used for PR and CR were reported previously.10

Statistical analysis
For consistency with previous GTH study reports, day 1 was
defined as the day of starting steroid therapy. Week 1 was
defined as starting the day after day 1. The basic analysis and
treatment analysis were performed by using GraphPad Prism
8.0. Means and standard deviations are presented for numeric
variables, and absolute and relative frequencies are presented
for categorical variables. Numbers of patients receiving different
hemostatic drugs were compared by using x2 tests. Doses were

compared by using Mann-Whitney U tests or Kruskal-Wallis tests
where appropriate. For the bleeding risk analysis, bleeds oc-
curring week 1 to 12 were considered. Time to a first new bleed
was analyzed by using the Kaplan-Meier method. The mean rate
of bleeds per patient-week was estimated by using the negative
binomial model. For evaluating the impact of various baseline
variables and current weekly FVIII activity on the number of
weekly bleeds, negative binomial log-linear mixed models were
applied using the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS version 9.4;
maximum likelihood with adaptive quadrature was specified as
the estimation method and patient was treated as a random
effect. A univariate analysis, adjusted only for the observation
week, was first performed for each independent variable. Vari-
ables with statistically significant impact in the univariate analysis
were then included in a multivariate model for the joint as-
sessment of their impact on the bleeding risk. Rate ratios and
their 95% confidence intervals were presented. For all analyses,
a P value ,.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
A total of 102 patients with AHA were enrolled in the study from
19 of 29 participating centers in Austria and Germany. De-
mographic characteristics, baseline characteristics, and numbers
of bleeding events are reported in Table 1. Ninety-three (91%) of
the 102 patients had at least 1 bleed documented, and a total of
289 bleeds (2.8 bleeds per patient) were documented in
these patients. About one-half of all bleeds occurred
before day 1 (n 5 148) and from day 1 onward (n 5 141).

Basic analysis of bleeds occurring before and
after day 1
Table 2 reports raw numbers of bleeds according to time of
occurrence, severity, and location. Bleeds starting before day 1
were more often severe (51%) compared with bleeds starting
after day 1 (33%; P 5 .002). The most frequent bleeding lo-
cations were muscles (43% of all bleeds), skin (30%), and the
gastrointestinal tract (9%). Gastrointestinal bleeds were the
only type of bleed that occurred more often after day 1 (89%)
than before day 1 (11%). Bleeds occurring before day 1 were
significantly longer compared with bleeds occurring after day
1. There was no difference in duration when comparing severe
and nonsevere bleeds separately for time of occurrence. Fatal
bleeds occurred in 3 patients (2.9%). Details on these bleeds
are provided in supplemental Table 1 (available on the Blood
Web site).

Bleeding risk analysis
Cumulative bleeding risk We first analyzed the cumulative
incidence of total bleeding events and treated bleeding events
after day 1 (Figure 1). Sixty-one (59%) of the 102 patients had at
least 1 bleeding event, and 48 (47%) had at least 1 treated
bleeding event. The incidence of bleeding events was very low
after achieving the first PR, indicating a protective effect of FVIII
activity$50%. Baseline FVIII activity and Bethesda inhibitor titer
did not influence the cumulative incidence of new bleeds after
first diagnosis.

Bleeding rates A total of 130 (92%) of the 141 bleeds occurring
after day 1 started within the first 12 weeks. Thirty events (24% of
127 events with sufficient information) represented recurrent
bleeds into previously affected sites, whereas the remaining
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97 events (76%) were assessed as truly new (nonrecurrent)
bleeds. Mean bleeding rates per patient-week in weeks 1 to 12
were estimated according to a negative binominal distri-
bution function. Figure 2 illustrates good agreement be-
tween the observed number of bleeds and the model-
estimated weekly bleeding rate. The mean rate of total
bleeding events in weeks 1 to 12 was 0.13 event per patient-
week (95% confidence interval, 0.10-0.17). Confining the
analysis to the time before achieving PR (or until week 12,
whichever occurred first), the mean rate of total bleeding
events was 0.27 per patient-week (95% confidence interval,
0.21-0.34). Rates of total, treated vs untreated, and recurrent vs
new bleeds are summarized in Table 3.

Prognostic factors for bleeding FVIII activity was collected
throughout the study every week, at least until PR was achieved.
Figure 3 illustrates the number of patients in each of the five FVIII
activity categories over time. Negative binomial log-linear mixed
models were applied to evaluate the impact of the current,

weekly FVIII activity category and patient-related baseline
characteristics on the bleeding rate (Table 4). The influence of
FVIII activity was highly statistically significant; World Health
Organization (WHO) performance status, heart failure, renal
failure, and diabetes mellitus had a modest influence in uni-
variate models. Entering these factors into a multivariate model,
only the FVIII activity and WHO performance status were pre-
dictors of the weekly bleeding rate. The model-based predicted
effect of time and FVIII activity is shown in Figure 4. Similar
results were obtained when the analysis was confined to treated
bleeds (supplemental Table 2).

Treatment analysis: bleed level
Treatment information was available for 282 of 289 bleeds,
including 119 severe bleeds and 162 nonsevere bleeds.
Hemostatic treatments as chosen by local investigators and
treatment success are given in Figure 5. Bleeds starting
before day 1 more often remained untreated (64 of 141 bleeds
[45%]) than bleeds starting after day 1 (43 of 141 [30%]).
Treatment success of recombinant factor VIIa (rFVIIa), activated
prothrombin complex concentrate (APCC), hFVIII, and com-
binations thereof was generally high and did not differ for
bleeds starting before and after day 1. There was also no
difference in the efficacy of treatment of severe and nonsevere
bleeds (not shown).

Dosing information for hemostatic agents was not recorded on
the bleed level but on the patient level in the GTH registry (see
"Treatment analysis: patient level"). Detailed information for
48 bleeds, to which rFVIIa dosing information could be unam-
biguously assigned, is provided in supplemental Table 3.
Starting doses were slightly lower for nonsevere bleeds com-
pared with severe bleeds. More pronounced, however, were
differences in the initial dosing interval, with nonsevere bleeds
treated more often with single doses or long dosing intervals
compared with severe bleeds.

Treatment analysis: patient level
Hemostatic treatment information and blood product use
were collected on the patient level. Adverse events, including
thromboembolic events, have been previously reported.10 No
treatment was given in 21% of patients, and no bypassing agents
were required in 33% of patients (Table 5). Treatment duration
and cumulative doses of rFVIIa (given to 62% of patients), APCC
(22%), and hFVIII (15%) were highly variable. Tranexamic acid
was administered in 30% of patients, including 33% of patients
treated with rFVIIa and 27% with APCC. Tranexamic acid was
administered for a median of 15 days with an average of 2 g/d.
Packed red blood cells were required in 46% of patients; other
blood products, including platelet concentrates, fresh frozen
plasma, and fibrinogen concentrate, were used in only a few
patients. Detailed information on all hemostatic treatments and
blood products, including cumulative treatment doses, body
weight, and bleed numbers, are provided in supplemental
Table 4.

Discussion
The current article describes bleeding events in a prospective
cohort of patients with AHA. Bleeding symptoms and other
clinical characteristics were collected weekly and were available
in all patients at least until they achieved PR or died. Baseline

Table 1. Patient demographic characteristics, baseline
characteristics, and numbers of bleeding events for all
patients (N 5 102)

Characteristic Value

Sex, N (%)
Female 43 (42)
Male 59 (58)

Age, median (range), y 74 (26-97)

Underlying disorders, N (%)
None/idiopathic 68 (67)
Autoimmunity 20 (20)
Malignancy 13 (13)
Pregnancy 5 (5)

Concomitant disorders, N (%)
Coronary artery disease 28 (27)
Heart failure 30 (29)
Renal failure 37 (36)
Arterial hypertension 59 (58)
Type 2 diabetes 28 (27)

WHO performance status, N (%)
0 15 (15)
1 26 (25)
2 23 (23)
3 22 (22)
4 15 (15)
5 1 (1)

Baseline FVIII activity, median (range), IU/dL 1.4 (,1-31)

Inhibitor, median (range), BU/mL 19 (1-1449)

Bleeding events, no. of events/no. of patients
All events 289/93
Events before or on day 1 148/80
Events after day 1 141/61

Part of this information has been included in a previous publication of the GTH-AH 01/2010
study.10
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clinical and laboratory characteristics of the current study
patients were similar to those from previous registries of
AHA.5,11,13,18,19 However, most previous registries focused on
describing the bleeding phenotype at presentation or each
patient’s first bleed. Our study is unique in assessing the overall
bleeding risk, including the quantitative risk of new bleeds after
diagnosis, in an unselected prospective cohort. We found an
average of 2.8 bleeds per patient, with one-half of these bleeds
occurring before day 1. Bleeds occurring before day 1 were
more severe and lasted longer than bleeds occurring after day 1.

This observation is likely to reflect delays in diagnosis of AHA
and underlines again the importance of awareness toward this
rare disorder.

An important outcome of our study is the description of the risk
of new bleeds after diagnosis, including “recurrent” and
“nonrecurrent" (truly new) events, which occurred altogether in
59% of patients. There was a statistically significant trend toward
lower bleeding rates with increasing FVIII activity, but only
achieving PR (defined as FVIII $50%) protected patients

Table 2. Location, severity, and duration of bleeds according to starting day in 102 patients with AHA

Variable

Bleeds starting before day 1 Bleeds starting after day 1

Total bleedsNonsevere Severe Subtotal Nonsevere Severe Subtotal

No. of bleeds* 71 (48%) 75 (51%) 148 94 (67%) 47 (33%) 141 289

Location, n
Skin* 35 13 49 31 7 38 87
Muscle† 22 49 71 32 20 52 123
Upper extremity 13 9 22 12 6 18 40
Lower extremity 8 24 32 11 10 21 53
Back 1 1 1
Abdominal wall 1 1 1
Retroperitoneal 6 6 1 2 3 9
Tongue/throat 1 6 7 8 2 10 17
Gastrointestinal 2 1 3 14 10 24 27
Urogenital 5 6 11 6 1 7 18
Joint 2 2 2 1 3 5
Abdomen 1 1 1
Thorax* 1 2 4 1 5 7
Eye, orbital 2 1 3 2 2 5
CNS 1 1 1 1 2
Postoperative 2 3 5 2 5 7 12
Occult 1 1 1 1 2

Duration
Information available, n 56 48 94 47
Days, median (IQR) 11 (3-20) 9 (4-17) 1 (0-2) 2 (1-6)

CNS, central nervous system; IQR, interquartile range.

*For 2 bleeds (1 skin, 1 thorax), severity was not reported.

†For 2 muscle bleeds, no location was reported.
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier analysis of bleeding risk according to baseline characteristics and remission status. (A) Frequency of patients with bleeding event after day 1 of
study (102 patients; red line, total bleeds; blue line, treated bleeds only) and after the day of first PR (81 patients; green line, total bleeds). All events include recurrent and
nonrecurrent bleeding events. (B) Frequency of patients with bleeding event after day 1 according to baseline FVIII activity (102 patients). (C) Frequency of patients with bleeding
event after day 1 according to baseline FVIII inhibitor (102 patients). In all panels, patients no longer at risk (because of death or end of follow-up) were censored.
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substantially from bleeding. These data are consistent with the
clinical experience that residual FVIII activity in AHA does not
entirely protect from bleeding. It is in sharp contrast to con-
genital hemophilia, in which spontaneous bleeds are very rare
when FVIII is .12% to 15%.20 Our patients with AHA had
a fourfold to fivefold higher risk of bleeding while at 20% to
50% FVIII activity compared with .50%. Altogether, these
results support the concept of eliminating the inhibitor and
restoring FVIII activity by IST, because only achieving PR seems
to substantially protect patients from bleeding. IST is associ-
ated with a high risk of infectious complications in patients
with AHA, however, and more deaths were attributed to
adverse effects of IST than to bleeding, as noted in other
publications.4,5,11 This dilemma highlights the lack of safe and
effective hemostatic prophylaxis as an unmet medical need
in AHA.

Of note, there was a decrease in the bleeding tendency over
time that was independent of FVIII activity level (Figure 4). The
remarkably high bleeding risk early after diagnosis may be
attributable to: (1) the risk of recurrent bleeds into previously
affected bleeding sites (accounting for ;24% of all bleeding
events after day 1); (2) local risk factors for bleeding (eg, gastric
ulcers); (3) interventions (eg, catheter placement or surgery); or
(4) minor trauma in patients with physical or mental impairment.
Over time, these potential risk factors may resolve to at least
some extent, resulting in a decline of the bleeding risk. A good
WHO performance status at baseline also seemed to protect
from bleeds, indicating that less ill patients may have fewer of
the risk factors noted earlier. In addition, we hypothesize that
hemostatic agents (bypassing agents, tranexamic acid) given
longer than just for the resolution of a previous bleed in patients
with an apparently high risk of bleed recurrence may have had
protective effects.

The current study found no influence of underlying disorders (eg,
malignancy, autoimmunity, peripartum period) on the risk of
bleeding after the initial diagnosis of AHA. Malignancy as a
potential risk factor for AHA and bleeding has been discussed
recently.21 However, the number of patients with malignancy
was too small in our cohort to analyze the impact of cancer type
and activity status on clinical outcomes of AHA.

Our key findings should be discussed in light of previous reg-
istries in AHA. The UK surveillance study found that baseline FVIII
activity and inhibitor titer were not predictive of severity of
bleeding.4 Median FVIII:C in patients with fatal bleeding (13 of
143 [9%]) and in those who did not require hemostatic therapy
(51 of 149 [34%]) was 4 IU/dL (range,,1 to 12 IU/dL) and 3 IU/dL
(range, ,1 to 25 IU/dL), respectively. Similar observations were
made for the Bethesda titer. In the French SACHA (Surveillance
des Auto antiCorps au cours de l’Hémophilie Acquise) registry,11

patients with .1 bleeding site or life-threatening bleeds re-
ceived hemostatic therapy more often than other patients but
did not differ with regard to baseline FVIII activity or inhibitor
titer. Of note, the association between baseline FVIII activity or
inhibitor titer and the bleeding risk was also poor in our study
(Figure 1 B-C). However, FVIII activity over time, which was
significantly correlated with the bleeding rate, was much more
informative.

SACHA reported recurrent bleeding in 26 (32%) of 82 patients.11

The rate observed in our study (59%) was somewhat higher,
possibly due to the fact that the bleeding status had to be
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Figure 2. Rate of total bleeds in weeks 1 to 12. The bars
show crude numbers of observed bleeds (red bars) in pa-
tients alive (blue bars) according to treatment week (left
y-axis). Circles show the mean estimated weekly bleeding
rate according to negative binomial distribution for patients
alive (right y-axis).

Table 3. Bleeding rates in week 1 to 12

Variable
No. of
events

Observation
time (patient-

weeks)

Mean rate per
patient-week

(95% CI)

Total bleeds 130 1069 0.13 (0.10-0.17)

Total bleeds
before
achieving PR

116 441 0.27 (0.21-0.34)

Nonrecurrent
bleeds

97 1069 0.09 (0.07-0.12)

Recurrent bleeds 30 1069 0.03 (0.02-0.05)

Treated bleeds 91 1069 0.09 (0.07-0.13)

Untreated
bleeds

36 1069 0.03 (0.02-0.05)

Means and confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated by using a negative binomial
distribution function.
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actively assessed by our participating physicians every week. The
EACH2 registry focused its analysis on first bleeds and their first-
line hemostatic therapy only.5,22 As such, bleeds occurring after a
diagnosis of AHA were recorded infrequently (,5% of patients).

The total number of bleeds per patient and the bleeding risk
over time were not reported from this registry. The Hemostasis
and Thrombosis Research Society Registry19 was initially
designed as a surveillance of rFVIIa therapy in the United States.
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Figure 3. FVIII activity over time. FVIII activity was
assessed at least weekly by local laboratories. Filled areas
show the absolute number of patients in each FVIII activity
category over time. Week 0 refers to the last 7 days
before day 1. If more than one FVIII activity was available
in a week, the lowest activity was used for analysis.

Table 4. Factors influencing the bleeding rate in weeks 1 to 12

Parameter Univariate IRR (95% CI) P Multivariate IRR (95% CI) P

FVIII activity category
,1% 7.4 (3.1-18) ,.0001 7.1 (3.1-16) ,.0001
1 to ,5% 7.5 (3.3-17) ,.0001 8.2 (3.7-18) ,.0001
5 to ,20% 6.4 (2.9-14) ,.0001 6.5 (3.0-14) ,.0001
20 to ,50% 4.4 (2.0-9.6) .0002 4.6 (2.1-10) ,.0001
$50% 1 1

Age (per year) 1.01 (0.99-1.02) .537

Body weight (per kg) 1.02 (1.00-1.03) .054

Female sex 0.90 (0.55-1.5) .682

WHO performance status
0 (best) 0.32 (0.12-0.89) .029 0.23 (0.09-0.62) .004
1 0.86 (0.42-1.8) .691 0.61 (0.31-1.2) .151
2 0.91 (0.42-1.9) .805 0.63 (0.31-1.3) .211
3 1.3 (0.65-2.8) .426 0.81 (0.41-1.6) .552
4 or 5 (worst) 1 1

Underlying disorders
Malignancy 0.47 (0.19-1.1) .095
Autoimmunity 1.0 (0.55-1.8) .986
Pregnancy 0.90 (0.29-2.8) .853

Other baseline conditions
Coronary artery disease 1.2 (0.68-2.0) .568
Heart failure 1.5 (0.89-2.5) .129
Renal insufficiency 1.7 (1.1-2.8) .026 1.4 (0.86-2.1) .185
Diabetes mellitus 2.9 (1.2-3.3) .007 1.4 (0.85-2.2) .195
Arterial hypertension 0.84 (0.51-1.4) .501

Time (per week) 0.73 (0.68-0.79) ,.0001 0.86 (0.79-0.94) .0015

Incidence rate ratios (IRRs) corresponding to exp(B) from generalized linear mixed model of weekly bleeding rate (dependent variable, utilizing negative binomial distribution, and log link
function) with indicated parameters. Age, bodyweight, and timewere entered as continuous factors. All other parameters were entered as categorical factors as indicated. Univariate IRRs were
corrected for time. Multivariate IRRs were corrected for time and the parameters achieving a significance level of P , .05 in univariate analyses.
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Overall, 237 bleeding episodes were recorded in 110 patients
with AHA. This frequency of 2.2 bleeds per patient was similar to
our study, but information on the bleeding risk over time or its
association with FVIII activity was not reported. Other registries
either did not report information on bleeds or did not relate FVIII
activity to bleeding risk.13,18

Taken together, our prospective study confirms most data from
previous registries but adds a new perspective in describing the
bleeding risk over time and the impact of residual FVIII activity.

Our study also collected information on hemostatic treatments and
their efficacy. Most bleeds were treated with rFVIIa and less fre-
quently with APCC, hFVIII, or combinations of these drugs. Con-
sumption data, success rates, and adverse events were consistent
with previous literature.19,23-28 The frequent use of tranexamic acid in
30% of patients is unique in our study and further adds to the safety
record of this drug in a population of acutely ill, mostly elderly
patients. We did not report data on recombinant porcine FVIII
because it was not yet available at the time of patient enrollment.

Several limitations of our study should be noted. The exact
starting day of bleeds occurring before day 1 was sometimes un-
known, preventing the calculation bleeding rates for this period.
FVIII and inhibitor levels as reported here were measured by local
laboratories according to our protocol.10 Physicians should be
aware of the high interlaboratory variability of coagulation factor
assays29 when integrating our findings into their clinical practice.
Conversely, this situation may reflect the real-world situation better
than data obtained from a single center or a central laboratory.

We were unable to report hemostatic treatment doses and treat-
ment durations on the bleed level (except for 48 bleeds) because
the data were primarily acquired on the patient level. When de-
signing the GTH study, it was considered complicated to collect
treatment information on the bleed level because 1 treatment may
be given for.1 bleed at a time. However, we recognize this lack of
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Figure 4. Model-estimated bleeding rate according to treatment week and
current FVIII activity.

Total number of bleeds
N=289

Treatment reported
N=282

Combinations, n=11
Successful 11/11 (100%)

Combinations, n=13
Successful 13/13 (100%)

hFVIII alone, n=4
Successful 4/4 (100%)

hFVIII alone, n=3
Successful 3/3 (100%)

APCC alone, n=11
Successful 11/11 (100%)

APCC alone, n=5
Successful 1/3 (33%)

rFVIIa alone, n=72
Successful 63/67 (94%)

rFVIla alone, n=56
Successful 51/51 (100%)

No treatment, n=43No treatment, n=64

Started before day 1
N=141

Started after day 1
N=141

Figure 5. Hemostatic treatments and treatment success
(bleed level).
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data as a limitation today and suggest that future registries should
record hemostatic therapy on both the patient and the bleed level.

In summary, our study is the first, to our knowledge, to sys-
tematically assess the bleeding risk in AHA over time in the
framework of a prospective observational study. We found that
weekly measurement of FVIII activity helps to assess the indi-
vidual bleeding risk, and we show for the first time the high
incidence of recurrent bleeds after day 1, accumulating to;60%
of the patients. These results will be helpful in defining the need
for prophylactic hemostatic therapy for AHA in the future.
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Table 5. Hemostatic treatments (patient level)

Treatment Patients, N (%) Treatment days, median (IQR)
Cumulative dose per patient, median

(IQR)

None 21 (21) — —

No bypassing agents 34 (33) — —

rFVIIa concentrate (mg) 63 (62) 13 (4-27) 210 (56-491)

APCC (U) 22 (22) 9 (4-20) 62 500 (22 750-111 000)

hFVIII (IU) 15 (15) 7 (3-19) 36 000 (10 000-133 000)

Desmopressin (mg) 2 (2) 2 15, 29

Tranexamic acid (g) 31 (30) 15 (8-34) 28 (18-60)

PRBC (no.) 47 (46) 3 (1-6) 6 (2-12)

PC (no.) 6 (6) 2 (1-3) 4 (2-7)

FFP (no.) 4 (4) 2 (1-2) 5 (3-9)

Fibrinogen concentrate (g) 1 (1) 7 28

Some patients received combinations of treatments.

FFP, fresh frozen plasma; IQR, interquartile range; PC, platelet concentrate; PRBC, packed red blood cells.
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